Alignment is an important part in process mining. And many methods are proposed to discuss how to align a process model and its event logs. But it is coarse in process alignment when each activity has only its name attribute. To deal with alignment of multi-attributes activities, a knowledge space is introduced. And a move, an alignment and an optimal alignment are all redefined to differentiate the degree of each trace fit its model. Meanwhile, a new optimal alignment algorithm and an example are given to illustrate it.
INTRODUCTION
Process alignment is an important part of business process management and it can be carried out through comparing a process model and its execution trace (event logs) to find out the consistency degree between them [1] . The usual method is to replay event logs on the process model to find the deviation. Process alignment plays an important role in evaluating process mining algorithms, decision supporting and auditing, abnormal traces' detection, online prediction and recommendation, etc.
Four common quality indexes are proposed to evaluate the consistency degree: fitness, simplicity, precision and generalization. Among them, fitness is the most important standard and it is also the important basis for the discovery process. Process alignment is needed when event logs deviate from its process model.
The shortest path based on cost is used to describe the optimal matching between event logs and process model. Then alignment and optimal alignment are defined. Meanwhile, product net is constructed between event logs and its process model to obtain optimal alignments [2] . The characters of optimal alignments and the representative optimal alignment selection are discussed in [3] .
In all these researches, activities have only one attribute. But in real worlds, any activity has many attributes, such as time, place, etc. So, how to align this kind of event logs and its model? In this paper, alignment between event logs and its model is discussed for multi-attributes activities.
THE DEFINITION OF PROBLEM
This paper discusses alignment between event logs and its process model, so related concepts are firstly introduced.
Definition 1 (activity, trace and event logs) Let  be the set of all activities where each activity has only name attribute. ' is the set of activities where each activity has one or more attributes. Then a run of a business process and its record of activities sequence on ' are called instance and trace respectively. Trace is a sequence of activities, and it can be empty sequence, i.e. t'*. Each activity a on ' can be denoted as an n-tuples (<a.name, a.attr1:v(attr1), …, a.attrn:v(attrn)>) where a.name is the name attribute of activity a and a.attr:v(attr) is its other attributes and values of attributes. An event log L is the finite non-empty multi-set of traces, namely LB('*). Figure 1 describes the process model M of a training course by a Petri net. Its main activities are listed as follow: ①students look for an assistant and apply request; ②register personal information; ③assistant check information and pay financial staff; ④ assistants prepare the class; ⑤ teacher Sam teach course in classroom B201; ⑥preview for the next class if the course is not finished; ⑦assess or examine when the course finishes. Activities' attributes and attributes' value are what's in the dotted boxes, and they are the constraints on activities.
The Original Optimal Alignment
There are two traces σ1 and σ2. And σ1= (<apply request, assistant: Cindy>, <register, assistant: Jack>, <pay, financial staff>, <prepare, assistant>, <teach course, teacher: Sam, classroom: B201>, <preview, student>, <teach course, teacher: Sam, classroom: B202>, <examine, teacher: Sam>). Another trace σ2 is exactly same like σ1 except that the second teach course activity takes place in B201 other than B202.
Let M↓ and t↓ be the projection of model M and trace t on . Then, σ1↓=σ2↓= (apply request, register, pay, prepare, teach course, preview, teach course, examine). 
Definition 2(Original Alignment) For a trace t and a model M, original alignment  is a sequence of move. And each move is a pair of activities (x,y):
(1) (x,y) is an inserted move if x t↓ and y=>> , (2) (x,y) is a skipped move if x=>> and yM↓, (3) (x,y) is a synchronous move if x t↓ , y M↓, and x=y. Cost function assigns a cost value for each kind of move, and standard likelihood cost function defines the cost of synchronous move, skipped move and inserted move is 0, 1 and 1 respectively. Then the original alignment having the minimum cost is the original optimal alignment and the value of cost is ()
According to the definition of original optimal alignment, σ1↓ equals σ2↓. So, they have the optimal original alignment 1, 2, as shown in Figure 2 . And their minimum cost is (1) = (2) =1. So, σ1 and σ1 are same in original optimal alignment when only name attribute is considered.
Redefinition of Optimal Alignment
For dealing with multi-attributes activities, a finite knowledge space is introduced to describe the knowledge of relevant activities attributes and attributes values. Table 1 is the knowledge space  for M, σ1 and σ2. In Table 1 , first volume α represents relevant attributes, V(α) is the values of the corresponding attribute and details are further information describing of V(α). We discuss the comparability of attributes' value in the model and its traces'. Firstly, different kinds of α can't be compared, such as assistant and teacher. Then, for the same α, we can compare its value from some details.
From Table 1 , B202 is superior to B201 due to seat(B202) is greater than seat(B201), or seat (B202) Cost function is redefined: the cost of synchronous move, compatible move, inserted move, skipped move and incompatible move is 0, 1, 2, 2 and 2 respectively. Then the alignment  having the minimum cost is the optimal alignment and the cost of minimum cost is (). Algorithm 1 gives an alignment algorithm. For σ1 and σ2, their optimal alignment 1 and 2 are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 respectively (The names attribute and another attribute of each activity are written in the same column due to space constraints). And according to Algorithm 1, (1)=5 and (2)=4. So, they are different when considering multi-attributes. 
THE ALIGNMENT ALGORITHM AND APPLICATION

